A Level Revision
Guide 2018/19

In the light of the A Level Mock Results you have just been provided with – now is a suitable time to start
considering how you are going to approach your revision for your summer examinations.
There is a wealth of support and guidance available to you as you make the final preparations for your
upcoming A Level examinations. Obviously the onus is on you, as students, to ensure you are fully committed
to your success and are preparing in a way which allows you to reach your potential and enter your exams
feeling confident. However, your teachers and the school as a whole will support you every step of the way
and do as much as they can to aid you.
Top Tips for Revision
Remember the guidance you were given in year 11, this worked then and will work now – particularly
regarding time management and methods of revision.
Current research suggests two skills are most essential – testing yourself on your revision as you go along
to reinforce learning, and leaving enough time to distribute revision over a long enough period. Some others…
1.

Prepare – Make sure you have everything you need to revise organised beforehand. Notes, textbooks,

revision guides. It is also worth making a list of the topics which you need to revise for each subject so
you can tick them off as you go along – This is a nice visual reinforcement of progress! I would recommend
using the checklists in the front of the revision guides.
2. Create a Revision Timetable – one which is realistic and can be kept to and achieved. This will
help you understand exactly how much you need to revise and what key priorities are. It will save the last
minute panic if you have paced your revision over a long time period. There are some websites for help
with this (https://getrevising.co.uk/ and https://revisionworld.com/a2-level-level-revision). Make sure

you include breaks in your revision.
3.

Practice Papers – do as many as possible. These are a good way of ensuring you are as confident

as possible with the exam paper but also that you are able to apply all of the knowledge you are revising.
4. Understand your learning style – Focus on using revision methods which work for you.
Everyone will have different methods which work for them. Experiment and try different ideas to see which
help you remember most. Mind maps, quiz cards, pictures, songs – anything may work for you!
5. Regular and focused revision – Ensure your revision is focused and you are not surrounded
by distractions. Short, regular bursts of revision with breaks in between are more beneficial than an hour
sat with a book in front of you but your phone and laptop next to you. Try the ransom technique – your
parents keep your phone/another item that distracts you until you are able to show them you have revised
a topic by answering questions/talking to them about it!
6. Add some variety – Try to make your revision as active and ‘exciting’ as possible. Sitting and
reading notes is not normally effective for most people. There are some excellent revision games and
podcasts on the internet and useful videos on YouTube.

Know your key dates
It is important to know the dates of when the exams are so you can be ready for them. You could also
include key course work submission dates as well.
Date/ time

Subject and paper

Location

My target grade

What is your study routine?
A routine helps us get in to good habits and having a revision routine can help us stay on track of
our revision. Consider when you work best and fit the routine around this.
Think about a successful revision day:
When would it start?
How long would each session be and how long for the breaks?
When would you have meals?
What is the best time for you to revise?
What times of day do you find it hard to concentrate?
When would you build sometime for some exercise?
How many hours in total is there for revision?
Below plan out a typical revision day to try to make a routine happen:

Top tip: Use Chunking
Chunking your time! Research shows that we focus better and feel more motivated when we break tasks
down in to chunks. Long days starring at a textbook for 6 hours in a row will now work but short intense
sessions over a period will! 25-45 minutes of revising followed by a 5-minute break. After three of these
“chunk” cycles have been done then have a longer break such as half an hour.
For example:
09am- 09:30am Geography: Global systems of governance
09:30am- 09:35am break
09:35am- 10:05am Geography: Flood defence systems
10:05am- 10:10am break
10:10am- 10:40am Sociology: Marxist theories of education
Extended break 10:40-11:30: Coffee at Starbucks with Sophie.

Calculate:
If we understand the time we have to work with we can start to prioritise what we need to do more
effectively.
Calculate the time to revise:
1) Count the number of days left between now and the exams
2) Decide the average number of hours you’ll spend revising
3) Multiply the number of days by your average number of revision hours.
For example:
20 days till the first exam.
3 hours revision a day (1 hour for each subject).
20 x3 = 60 hour’s revision time
Remember during holidays and weekends more revision maybe possible if needed! However a balance is
needed!

Prioritising your revision:
We often like to revise the things we know well. This is because we usually enjoy these topics and it makes
us feel happy that we know these things! However it is the things we don’t know as well that need a bit of
extra time dedicated to them!
Once you have your total revision hours calculated write this here:

Now divide this by 100 and times by 70. This will give you 70% of the time you have that is to be divided
equally between your subjects and is the main bulk of your time.
The remaining 30% is your high priority time for the subjects you find hardest or the topics with more in
them to revise or the crucial subject for your university/ employment prospects.
Exam paper

Date

Priority level
*** high
**medium
*low

Standard revision
time

Extra revision
time

Revision timetable:
The best revision timetables will allow you to:
 Cover all of the content you need to and help you manage your time
 Help you find a routine that will help develop good habits
 Help motivate you
 Reassure you that it can be done!
Top tip: Share your timetable with friends and family so they can help you stick to it or see when you are
busy to avoid putting extra things your way during this period.

1) On your timetable to start put all of your key dates for the exams.
2) Block out any existing commitments such as a family wedding or that regular gym session. This will
help keep the work life balance we need to succeed.
3) Start with the priority papers so something that is an earlier exam or you need extra time to revise
as its hard! This should be the 30% you saved from earlier.
4) Work backwards from the exams to plot your time and try to provide the day before an exam a
revision slot to assure you of the content.
5) Now distribute the exam revision time equally across the rest of the days- do not schedule revision
time for an exam after the date of the exam!

Timetable
Week beginning:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Top tip: Keep some things that you want to do in there as well and account for travelling time and school
days as well! Use how many hours you have calculated to help you here.
Rewards:
Rewards help you stay motivated and hit your targets. Select things that you like here, as these will work
best! Pre determine your reward so you know what you are going to get if you manage it!
Have three types of reward:
1) Small rewards such as sweet treats for completing revision chunks.
2) Medium rewards such a treat at the end of every completed week like a cinema visit or a cheeky
Nando’s visit!
3) Large rewards such as a holiday or a night out with friends.
What should you revise?
1) Use the specifications and any check lists you have been given to identify the key topic areas.
2) Look out for useful skills along the way such as map skills and take time to practice the skills as
well.
3) Revise key command words so you understand the examination language and can decode the
question quickly. This will save time in the exam for writing your answers.
Checklist template
Topic

Read through
notes

Revised this?

Practiced exam
question

Likely
command
words

Useful
skills?

Organising your notes:
1) Organise your notes so you have the right notes in the right places for example unit 1 content with
the rest of unit 1.

2) Audit the notes- are you missing any content?
3) Fill in the gaps. To do this use exam specifications, use class mates, text books, revision guides or
the gateway/ subject area.
Revision hit lists:
Top tip: Identify the areas you feel less confident on!
1) Get hold of past paper and identify questions you would find hard to answer.
2) Skim through your notes and look for those topics you think, “I hope this doesn’t come up!”
3) Look through checklists or concept maps and circle the bits you do not know!
Revision ideas:
A) Condensing your notes- a favourite method for most
This helps because making summaries, helps revise concise material and this shortened version is easier
to revise.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Organise your notes
For each page of the notes, write a summary of the key points on a piece of paper.
Condense each idea down to the main ideas, key terms and key points.
Space the note out in to easy chunks to remember- maybe use index cards to do this.

B) Memory strategies
Mnemonics
Use the first letters of a list of things you need to remember to make up a memorable phrase.
For example: Six types of hard engineering coastal defences could be RipSawsReallyOpenGreatGaps or
Rip Rap, Sea Walls, Revetments, Offshore Reefs, Groynes, Gabions.
Explaining things in your own words
Read your notes, turn them over and explain to yourself what they mean. Turn back and see if you got it
right or how much you remember each time.
Make unusual connections
Our brains remembers unusual things as they can form odd connections to things to remember. For
example to remember different sociologists theories why not imagine them on Jeremy Kyle debating the
issues and even change their name slightly such as Willmott and Young could become Will young (the
singer) and John Motson (the football commentator).
Flashcards
These are ideal for testing you on vocabulary and for key terms. Put the term on one side and the definition
on the other.
Getting visual
Flow charts
Perfect for revising a process.
Identifying revision content,
times and methods

Revision

Success!

Concept maps
Use a large sheet of paper and create a spider diagram. Make connections between ideas, theories or
examples. Try to use different colours to show different branches of your map. You could even use pictures
and images in this as well.
Past papers and mark schemes:
Using these will help you:
1) Understand how the paper works
2) Understand they types of question
3) Practice with real questions
4) Spot areas you don’t know
5) Work out what examiners are looking for.
6) Practice makes you feel more confident as it removes the unknown,
Exam boards’ websites often have these free to download. It is okay to use older papers for practice in
terms of revision content but try and see a new style paper to see how it is structured and works.
Understanding the questions:
Find out the command words your exam board uses. What does this crucial word want you to do with the
material? If you can master this then you can focus your answer to ensure you do the right thing for the
marks available. Some common examples below:

Analyse
Break down the content of a topic, or issue, into its constituent elements in order to provide an in-depth account and
convey an understanding of it.

Annotate
Add to a diagram, image or graphic a number of words that describe and/or explain features, rather than just identify
them (which is labelling).

Assess
Consider several options or arguments and weigh them up so as to come to a conclusion about their effectiveness or
validity.

Calculate
Work out the value of something.

Critically
Often occurs before ‘Assess’ or ‘Evaluate’ inviting an examination of an issue from the point of view of a critic with a
particular focus on the strengths and weaknesses of the points of view being expressed.

Define..., What is meant by…
State the precise meaning of an idea or concept. There is usually a low tariff of marks for this.

Describe
Give an account in words of a phenomenon which may be an entity, an event, a feature, a pattern, a distribution or a
process. For example, if describing a landform say what it looks like, give some indication of size or scale, what it is
made of, and where it is in relation to something else (field relationship).

Discuss
Set out both sides of an argument (for and against), and come to a conclusion related to the content and emphasis of
the discussion. There should be some evidence of balance, though not necessarily of equal weighting.

Evaluate
Consider several options, ideas or arguments and come to a conclusion about their importance/success/worth.

Examine
Consider carefully and provide a detailed account of the indicated topic.

Explain.., Why.., Suggest reasons for...
Set out the causes of a phenomenon and/or the factors which influence its form/nature. This usually requires an
understanding of processes. Explanation is a higher-level skill than description and this is often reflected in its greater
mark weighting.

Interpret
Ascribe meaning.

Justify
Give reasons for the validity of a view or idea why some action should be undertaken. This might reasonably involve
discussing and discounting alternative views or actions. Each of the views present or options available will have
positives and negatives. For the outcome(s) chosen, the positives outweigh the negatives. Students should be able to
explain all of this review process.

Outline..., Summarise...
Provide a brief account of relevant information.

To what extent...
Form and express a view as to the merit or validity of a view or statement after examining the evidence available
and/or different sides of an argument.

Top tip: Plan your answer and break down the question. Feel free to highlight key words in the exam
question and make notes of key ideas/ case studies/ theories/ formula you wish to cover around it. This will
help you find some structure to your answers and stop you panicking. Also if you run out of time the
examiner can see where you were going with it and may still give you some marks. Stay relevant! Unless
the point you make helps you answer the question then it is not worth including!

Stress:
Exam stress is normal. Everyone feels some stress during exams and it can help focus you providing we
manage it. If you have worked hard for your revision then you will be okay. Allow some balance in your life
around exams. Do work hard but allow relaxation opportunities as well so that you can release stress as
well, exercise is a good method. Remember to look after your physical health- eat well, sleep and ensure
you get fresh air and exercise. If you look after your physical state it will help with your mental state

Be prepared in the day:
Make sure you know when and where the exam is taking place
Aim to get to school at least ten minutes early. Leave time for transport issues like a late bus/no parking or
train delays.
Bring water (remove the label) and dress comfortably.
Bring a spare pen as well just in case
No watches or phones! A clock will be provided to check the time.
Do not talk to anyone in the exam hall!
Read the instructions carefully and read the questions carefully.
Take deep breaths and relax.

Instructions to Candidates - Summer 2019 Exam Series
Be on time for all of your exams.

Report to the correct exam
venue in good time

Morning exams start at 8.40am
Afternoon exams at 1.25pm
However, there may be some exceptions, so please double
check.
Be there at least 10 minutes before the start time.
It is your responsibility to know when and where you need to
be in advance.

Equipment

You have be provided with a personalised exam timetable by
email.
Please ensure you bring the equipment you will need for your
exams
Black pens ONLY, pencils, rulers, calculators, compasses,
highlighters.
Calculators – make sure they work properly; check batteries, clear
memory, remove lid, check mode. Ask your teacher in advance if
unsure.

Bags

Your bags/mobiles/watches and/or other belongings will all need to
be secured before the exam when in the main halls. Ensure that
your mobile phone and watch is NOT brought into the exam
hall.
When using smaller exam rooms, if you are instructed by an
invigilator to store your bag in the exam room, please ensure your
phone is completely switched off (turning it onto silent or airplane
mode is not sufficient, ensure no alarms are set as these can still go
off when the phone is switched off).
Remember – Even if you do not use it or it is switched off,
possession on your person of any unauthorised
equipment/material/mobile phone or other web-enable device
in the exam room could lead to disqualification.

What can I take into the exam?

Seating Plans

If you are sick…..?
Exam conditions

Only the approved equipment for each exam. Pencil cases should
be clear (not coloured), no print and completely see through.
Water – only water, and only in clear (not coloured) unlabelled
bottles, no printing on them is permitted e.g. refill reminder
bottles. They will be removed from your desk if they do not
meet requirements.
Seating plans will alter for each exam and therefore you will need
to find where you are sitting for each exam. This will be posted
on the noticeboard in advance of the exam for you to refer to.
Refer to it before coming into the exam room to avoid delaying
the start of the exam.
Ensure you know your exam number as this is required for
each paper, this can be found on the seating plan.
Always try to attend the exam. If you feel your work may be
affected by ill-health or any other reason, tell the invigilator.
Once you pass the threshold exam conditions prevail and you
must follow the instruction of the invigilators and exams officer
at all times.

Please refer to the following link for full information on exam rules:
https://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-office/information-for-candidates-documents

AQA

City & Guilds

CCEA

OCR

Pearson

WJEC

Information for candidates

For written examinations – effective from 1 September 2018
This document has been written to help you. Read it carefully and follow the instructions.
If there is anything you do not understand, especially which calculator you may use, ask your teacher.
A
1
2
3
4

Regulations – Make sure you understand the rules
Be on time for all your exams. If you are late, your work might not be accepted.
Do not become involved in any unfair or dishonest practice during the exam.
If you try to cheat, or break the rules in any way, you could be disqualified from all your subjects.
You must not take into the exam room:
a)
b)

notes;
potential technological/web enabled sources of information such as an iPod, a mobile phone,
a MP3/4 player or similar device, a smartwatch or a wrist watch which has a data storage device.

Any pencil cases taken into the exam room must be see-through.

C
1
2

Remember: possession of unauthorised material is breaking the rules, even if you do not intend to use it, and you will be
subject to penalty and possible disqualification.
If you wear a wrist watch the invigilator will ask you to remove it and place it on your desk.
Do not use correcting pens, fluid or tape, erasable pens, highlighters or gel pens in your answers.
Do not talk to or try to communicate with, or disturb other candidates once the exam has started.
You must not write inappropriate, obscene or offensive material.
If you leave the exam room unaccompanied by an invigilator before the exam has finished, you will not be allowed to return.
Do not borrow anything from another candidate during the exam.
Information – Make sure you attend your exams and bring what you need
Know the dates and times of all your exams. Arrive at least ten minutes before the start of each exam.
If you arrive late for an exam, report to the invigilator running the exam.
If you arrive more than one hour after the published starting time for the exam, you may not be allowed to take it.
Only take into the exam room the pens, pencils, erasers and any other equipment which you need for the exam.
You must write clearly and in black ink.
Coloured pencils or inks may only be used for diagrams, maps, charts, etc. unless the instructions printed on the front of the
question paper state otherwise.
Calculators, Dictionaries and Computer Spell-checkers
You may use a calculator unless you are told otherwise.
If you use a calculator:

3
D
1
2

a) make sure it works properly; check that the batteries are working properly;
b) clear anything stored in it;
c) remove any parts such as cases, lids or covers which have printed instructions or formulas;
d) do not bring into the exam room any operating instructions or prepared programs.
Do not use a dictionary or computer spell checker unless you are told otherwise.
Instructions during the exam
Always listen to the invigilator. Follow their instructions at all times.
Tell the invigilator at once if:

5
6
7
8
9
10
B
1
2
3
4
5

3
4
5
6
E
1
2

3
F
1
2
3

a) you think you have not been given the right question paper or all of the materials listed on the front of the paper;
b) the question paper is incomplete or badly printed.
Read carefully and follow the instructions printed on the question paper and/or on the answer booklet.
Fill in all the details required on the front of the question paper and/or the answer booklet before you start the exam.
Make sure you fill these details in on any additional answer sheets that you use.
Remember to write your answers within the designated sections of the answer booklet.
Do your rough work on the proper exam stationery. Cross it through and hand it in with your answers.
Make sure you add your candidate details to any additional answer sheets that you use.
Advice and assistance
If on the day of the exam you feel that your work may be affected by ill health or any other reason, tell the invigilator.
Put up your hand during the exam if:
a) you have a problem and are in doubt about what you should do;
b) you do not feel well;
c) you need more paper.
You must not ask for, and will not be given, any explanation of the questions.
At the end of the exam
If you have used more than one answer booklet and/or any supplementary answer sheets, place them in the correct order.
Place any loose additional answer sheets inside your answer booklet.
Make sure you add your candidate details to any additional answer sheets that you use.
Do not leave the exam room until told to do so by the invigilator.
Do not take from the exam room any stationery. This includes the question paper, answer booklets used or unused, rough
work or any other materials provided for the exam.
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Year 13 Revision Timetable
Please find below some current revision/drop in sessions that are running to help you with revision for your
exams. Note that as the exams get closer there may be more to add to this list, or amendments which we
will update, but to ensure you have accurate up to date information at any given time please ask your
subject teachers.
Monday

Tuesday

Biology week 1 in
room 503

Economics - 832

Maths - 612
Lunch time

Maths - 507

Wednesday

Thursday

Biology week 2
computer room
602

Friday

Maths - 507

Geography - 414
Psychology - 914
After
school

Psychology - 914

Physics - 502

Economics - 832

Subject Guidance Pages
Within this guide, you will find subject pages that your teachers have put together to provide you with a
guide of useful websites, books and key tips for revision. Please use those which are relevant to you.
Contents:
Art
Biology
Business studies
Chemistry
Dance
Drama
Economics
Geography
Government and politics
History
Maths
Physics
Psychology

Assessment Objectives:

A*/A Grade: Exceptional

A/B Grade: Confident &
Highly Developed

A confident and highly
developed ability to develop
ideas through sustained
investigations, informed by
contextual and other sources.
Demonstrates confident and
highly developed analytical
and critical understanding.
Demonstrates assured use of
appropriate specialist
vocabulary.
A confident and highly
developed ability to explore
and select appropriate
resources, media, materials,
techniques and processes.
Reviews and refines ideas in
a confident manner as work
develops.
A confident and highly
developed ability to record
ideas, observations and
insights relevant to
intentions.
Demonstrates a confident
and highly developed ability
to reflect critically on work
and progress.
A confident and highly
developed ability to present
a personal and meaningful
response.
Demonstrates a highly
developed ability to
successfully realise
intentions and, where
appropriate,
makes connections between
visual and other elements.
Clear and coherent and
accurate use of language in
journals and essay.

AO1

Develop ideas through
sustained and focused
investigations
informed by contextual
and other sources,
demonstrating
analytical and critical
understanding.

An exceptional ability to
develop ideas through
sustained investigations
informed by contextual and
other sources.
Demonstrates exceptional
analytical and critical
understanding. Demonstrates
fluent use of specialist
vocabulary.

AO2

Explore and select
appropriate resources,
media, materials,
techniques and
processes, reviewing
and refining
ideas as work
develops.

AO3

Record ideas,
observations and
insights relevant to
intentions, reflecting
critically on work and
progress.

An exceptional ability to
explore and select
appropriate resources,
media, material, techniques
and processes.
Reviews and refines ideas in
a confident and purposeful
manner as work develops.
An exceptional ability to
record ideas, observations
and insights relevant to
intentions.
Demonstrates an
exceptional
ability to reflect critically on
work and progress.

AO4

Present a personal and
meaningful response
that realises intentions
and,
where appropriate,
makes connections
between visual and
other elements.

An exceptional ability to
present a personal and
meaningful response.
Demonstrates an
exceptional
ability to successfully realise
intentions and, where
appropriate, makes
connections between visual
and other elements.
Exceptionally clear, coherent
and accurate use of
language in journals and
essay.

Additional Time Working in the Art Studios:
To be able to complete/improve your coursework as well as work towards completing the
preparatory work for your exam unit you should be making use of additional time in the studios
wherever possible.

Fine Art:
Room 201 is available for you to complete work at any time. 204 is available for you to work in
most lunchtimes and after schools and often during other lessons when you have free study time –
check with your teacher first.
Follow these tips for a top grade…
 Try and make your sheets and double spreads as visually appealing as possible. Use
Black paper as base sheets on larger scale work.
 Mix materials and experiment. Try out as many ideas in as many ways as possible.
 Draw from life whenever you can. If you choose your topic wisely then this should not be a
problem.
 Find new artists that connect to your theme throughout the sheets and write about their
work.
 Write about your own work. A careful sentence is better than a rushed drawn plan.
 Use the materials you use best (look back over your sketchbooks to remind yourself of
techniques you know) and perfect what you are uncertain of. If you are scared of paint then
have a go anyway in your developmental sheets.
 Make sure that your final design is using a material that you are very confident in.
 Plan your time; Think big, think detail.
 Remember, if you get stuck, look at your observations and/or artists again.
 Speak to your teacher. Get advice. Talk to your friends. Get ideas.
 Organise your time and keep to the plan.

Key Dates for Biology
Paper 1- 6th June (am)
Paper 2-13th June (am)
Paper 3- 17th June (am)

Revision tips





Just keep practicing exam questions! That’s the most useful thing.
Make sure you are not just learning the content- you need to be able to apply it to new situations.
Regular revision – don’t try and cram at the last minute
Come along to the revision sessions

Revision materials
Use the materials on Kerboodle to help you, they have a range of resources, power points, animations
checklists etc for you to access.
Use your checklists for each topic
Complete your revision templates for each topic
Complete the examination questions sent out weekly by Mrs Rowley
Print out the specification- Do you know what each point saying?

Useful Websites





www.aqa.org.uk – download past papers, mark schemes
and the examiners reports.
http://www.a-levelnotes.co.uk/biology-aqa-a2-notes-newspec.html
http://www.a-levelnotes.co.uk/biology-aqa-as-level-notesnew-spec.html
https://www.youtube.com/user/MrPollockBiology

Top Tips to achieve higher
grades:





Look back at sample
and past paper
questions
Download examiners’
mark schemes from
the AQA website and
identify what is
needed for the top
level marks
Look at the examiners
reports- this contains
useful information

Key Dates for Business
Unit 3: Personal and Business Finance for resitting
students
23/05/2019
Unit 2: Developing a Marketing Campaign for resitting
students
13/05/2019 - 14/05/2019
Revision tips





Regular practice of questions on a mixture of topics for Unit 3. Practise maths based questions as well.
If you come across a topic that you cannot do, use the websites and resources available to you to learn
how to do it. Don’t just give up and try a different topic – the only way you will improve is by working on
the topics you are weaker in.
Always try to get to the harder questions - the exam is going to be difficult, so you need to get used to
attempting hard questions.
Learn the formulae that you are expected to know.

Recommended revision guides/books


Be careful as many of the books out there are for the old BTEC. Only books that support the BTEC
2016 onwards course are useful. Recommended is: ISBN-10: 1292126248 The Official BTEC National
Level 3 Business text book and ISBN-10: 1292230568 The Official BTEC National Level 3 Business
revision guide

Other revision materials



The Google classroom has resources and videos in the business section. There are some quick 60
minutes mock papers here and practice questions for the maths section of unit 3. There is also a
structure guide for unit 2.
There are not lots of available real past papers for the new BTEC course, but papers from the old
course can be found on the Edexcel website, and made-up practice questions are available on the
business bee website. These have worked solutions too.

Useful Websites



BBC Bitesize
BusinessBee

Top Tips to achieve higher
grades:
Apply the theory directly to the
question and in your answer refer
to the scenario provided. Always
relate your answers to the
scenario and treat each scenario
as if it was a real situation.

Key Dates for Chemistry
Paper 1 (Inorganic and Physical)-4th June (pm)
Paper 2 (Organic and Physical) -11th June (pm)
Paper 3- 19th June (am)

Revision tips




Just keep practicing exam questions! That’s the most useful thing.
Regular revision – don’t try and cram at the last minute
Come along to the revision sessions

Revision materials
Use the materials on Kerboodle to help you, they have a range of resources, power points, animations
checklists etc for you to access.
Complete the examination questions
Print out the specification- Do you know what each point saying?

Useful Websites






www.aqa.org.uk – download past papers, mark schemes
and the examiners reports.
https://www.chemguide.co.uk/ - chemguide
https://chemrevise.org/revision-guides/- revision notes
Khan Academy- search their youtube page for videos on
different topics.

Top Tips to achieve higher
grades:





Look back at sample
and past paper
questions
Download examiners’
mark schemes from
the AQA website and
identify what is
needed for the top
level marks
Look at the examiners
reports- this contains
useful information

Revision tips

















Rehearse as much as you can
Make sure your dancers are confident
Focus on expressive skills
Attend extra rehearsals
Keep watching Rooster, Sutra and make sure that you have analysis on all sections.
Make sure you are able to describe and explain examples
Read through the Rambert and Sutra resource booklets
Include a PA in all essays
In every essay include PA, Context, Quotes, and ISM
Keep writing out the MR MCNABB essay
Attend all lessons leading up to the exam
Attend crammers
Ask for help
Use the A* checklist
Complete essays regularly
Use the drive to add depth to your essays

Revision materials









Booklets for each professional work
AQA exemplar practical work
Use the mark schemes
All your practical work on video
Exam questions
Revision mind maps
Watch works by Bourne, Khan and Cherkaoui
Use the resources on the drive

Useful Websites
Google Classroom and Drive.

http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/dance/specifications/
AQA-7237-SP-2016.PDF
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/dance/as-and-alevel/dance-7237/assessment-resources

Key Dates for Pearson Edexcel A Level Drama
and theatre:
Component 2 Performances: TBC
Component 3 Exam: Friday 7th June 2019
Revision tips


Make sure that you re-read your notes on Live Theatre, ‘Colder than Here’ and
‘Lysistrata’.



Revise key Drama Techniques focusing on their meaning and spelling.



Learn the chart of key words to use in a Live Theatre Review – create sentences
where you incorporate these.



Revise roles/jobs/responsibilities within a theatre.



Make sure you know the types of stage.



Read theatre reviews to see how professional critics use technical terms.



Watch YouTube videos of interviews with production team members of your live
theatre production (if available).



Re-read ‘Colder than Here’ and ‘Lysistrata’ – at least twice (but probably more than
twice between now and the exam).



Pick a specific character and imagine/explain your interpretation of them for a scene of
your choice (including movement, voice and costuming).



Re-read your notes on Brecht and ensure you have an understanding o f his style and
beliefs.



Create character revision sheets for key characters in ‘Colder than Here’



Look back at your mock paper and the feedback that was given in order to develop and
improve your answers.

Revision materials


Glossary of Drama Terms – copies available for loan from the Drama Department



Edexcel Drama and Theatre - student book – we have some copies for loan



Edexcel online

ECONOMICS
Key Dates for Economics
Unit 1 Markets and Market Failure
Mon 20th May
Unit 2 National and International
Thurs 23rd May
Unit 3 Tues 4th June Applied Econ

Revision tips







Regular practice using past paper questions from AQA site and Physics and Maths Tutor.
Specific revision of Multiple choice questions for paper 3.
Concentrate on detail and topics in areas you feel less confident.
Learn the formulae that you are expected to know for the calculation question.
Break each topic down to small segments which are easier to learn.
Use the revision guide that has been provided.

WEBSITES
Tutor2u
Economic Help
Economics on line
Bank of England

Top tip
Practise PEEL.

Point/ Explain/ Evaluate/ Link back to Question

Useful websites:
Dracula/Dorian:
https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/themes/the-gothic#
http://moellerlit.weebly.com/uploads/1/0/2/4/10248653/miller_-_bram_stokers_notes_on_dracula.pdf
Poems of the Decade:
https://blogasenglish.wordpress.com/
https://interpreture.com/poems-of-the-decade-revision/
Duchess of Malfi:
http://larryavisbrown.homestead.com/files/malfi/malfi_home.htm
https://www.shmoop.com/the-duchess-of-malfi/
Othello:
https://www.shmoop.com/othello/
https://www.yorknotes.com/alevel/othello-2017/revision-cards/02_context
Larkin:
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2010/jun/27/philip-larkin-love-hate-women
Donne:
http://www.sparknotes.com/poetry/donne/

Revision tips:






Learn key quotes from each critic and quotes that support or challenge them. (for Othello)
Practice analysing unseen poetry to give you experience of doing this in the exam.
Set yourself timed essays
Go back over past essays and rewrite paragraphs using your feedback from teachers.
Order your notes into themes and make quote banks

Key Dates for Geography A Level:
Paper 1: Physical – 22nd May 2019 (pm)
Paper 2: Human – 6th June 2019 (pm)

Revision tips







Practise past paper questions from the website or those provided in lessons and use the mark schemes
to self-assess
Use the model answers available on the student subject area or in the classrooms
Know your case studies for each topic and do a case study a page – each topic make into A4 and make
links between each idea
Know the A Level command words
Come to revision sessions
Revise regularly

Revision materials







Revision sheets provided for topics
Practice exam questions and practice papers
GCSE Geography AQA (Ross, Rowles, Holmes and Digby)
CGP AQA A Level Geography complete revision and practise
Hodder My Revision notes AQA AS/A-Level Geography
All lesson and revision resources are available on the student subject areas

Top Tips to achieve higher grades:
 Practising past paper questions
 Attend any intervention or Revision sessions
 Produce case study revision maps of each case study
 Know how and when to apply each case study
 Know the command words and the expectations for each

Key Dates for Government & Politics A-level:
Politics paper 1: 3rd June 2019 AM
Politics paper 2: 6th June 2019 AM
Politics paper 3: 13th June 2019 AM

Revision tips




Regular revision – don’t try and cram at the last minute.
Come along to the scheduled revision sessions.
Review your folder notes – use the contents check lists and glossary pages to assess the level of
your knowledge and understanding and target those areas you are least confident with.
Look back at past paper questions (along with the feedback sheets) and see what types of
questions you perform least well on – make these the prime target for your revision
Revise with a friend or member of your family – get them to test you on what you know.
Create your own revision materials – you are more likely to remember information if you process it
yourself





Revision materials



You’ll find revision resources in the student subject area and on google classroom.
There is also a set of sample questions for the A-level Politics paper. Work through the questions
and plan how you would answer them
Ask your teacher for advice on revision guides available. The course is still relatively new and
guides are being created all the time. Look out for those endorsed by the exam board AQA. My
Revision Notes & Collins Government and Politics revision guides are generally very useful and
often contain valuable marked sample answers.



Useful Websites



Google classroom for resources.
Among the many sites, the BBC
News & History Learning Site & are
probably the most useful

Top Tips to achieve higher grades:




Look back at sample and past paper
questions and produce plans
Download examiners’ mark schemes
from the AQA website and identify
what is needed for the top level marks
Create your own revision resources,
e.g. quiz cards and flash cards

Key Dates for History A-level:
Tudors: 21st May 2019 PM
Russia: 5th June 2019 PM

Revision tips




Regular revision – don’t try and cram at the last minute.
Come along to the scheduled revision sessions.
Review your folder notes – use the contents check lists and glossary pages to assess the level of
your knowledge and understanding and target those areas you are least confident with.
Look back at past paper questions (along with the feedback sheets) and see what types of
questions you perform least well on – make these the prime target for your revision
Revise with a friend or member of your family – get them to test you on what you know.
Create your own revision materials – you are more likely to remember information if you process it
yourself





Revision materials




You’ll find revision resources in the student subject area and on google classroom.
Ask your teacher for advice on revision guides available. Among some of the better ones are:
Roger Turvey, My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The Tudors: England, 1485-1603
(2016); Neil Owen, My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: Revolution and dictatorship:
Russia, 1917–1953 (2017) and Margaret Haynes, Oxford AQA History for A Level: The Tudors:
England 1485-1603 Revision Guide (2017)

Useful Websites



Google classroom for resources
Among the many revision sites, the
BBC History and History Learning
Site & Spartacus Schoolnet websites
are probably the most useful

Top Tips to achieve higher grades:




Look back at sample and past paper
questions and produce plans
Download examiners’ mark schemes
from the AQA website and identify
what is needed for the top level marks
Create your own revision resources,
e.g. quiz cards and flash cards

Key Dates:
Module

Examination Date

Pure Mathematics 1

Wednesday 5th June (am)

Pure Mathematics 2

Wednesday 12th June (am)

Statistics and Mechanics

Friday 14th June (pm)

Revision sessions:

LUNCH

MON
Mr Atkinson
room 612
(AEA)

TUES
Mrs Atkinson
room 507

WEDS

THURS

FRI
Miss Harvey
room 507

Revision tips









Regular practise of questions on a mixture of topics.
If you come across a topic that you cannot do, use the websites and resources available to you to learn
how to do it. Don’t just give up and try a different topic – the only way you will improve is by working on
the topics you are weaker in.
Complete as many past papers and practice papers as you can.
Go back and repeat all the past papers again.
Work through the text book exercises again, particularly the questions towards the end of each
exercise.
Revisit your notes in your folders.
Make sure you know any formulae that you have not been given.
Know you statistics data set.

Recommended revision guides/books


Any book that covers the Edexcel modules that you are taking.
Suggestions:
CGP A-Level Mathematics Edexcel complete revision and practise.
Revise Edexcel A Level Mathematics Revision Guide
Revise Edexcel A Level Mathematics Revision Workbook
Revise Edexcel A Level Mathematics Practice Papers Plus

Key Dates for Physics
Paper 1 - 20th May (pm)
Paper 2 - 24th May (am)
Paper 3 - 3rd June (pm)

Revision tips




Just keep practicing exam questions! That’s the most useful thing.
Regular revision – don’t try and cram at the last minute
Come along to the revision sessions

Revision materials
Use the materials on Kerboodle to help you, they have a range of resources, power points, animations
checklists etc for you to access.
Complete examination questions
Print out the specification- Do you know what each point saying?

Useful Websites



www.aqa.org.uk – download past papers, mark schemes
and the examiners reports.
http://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/alevel-aqa/

Top Tips to achieve higher
grades:





Look back at sample
and past paper
questions
Download examiners’
mark schemes from
the AQA website and
identify what is
needed for the top
level marks
Look at the examiners
reports- this contains
useful information

Key Dates for Psychology A Level
A2 Paper 1 - MONDAY 20th MAY PM
A2 Paper 2 - FRIDAY 07th June PM
A2 Paper 3 - FRIDAY 14th June AM
Revision tips









Regular practice of questions on a mixture of topics.
Always ask for help if needed
Summarise the content as much as you can. Use acronyms and tricks to help you remember everything
Create lists of key words/researchers for each topic. Do this without your notes and then go back and
add what you might have forgotten.
Create ‘mini’ essay plans for each possible essay – try from memory and then go back using your notes
and add anything you’ve forgotten.
Create your own ‘exam style questions’ for each topic. These can be a mixture of short
answer/apply/essay.
Practice the SKILLS needed (PEEL and APPLY questions). Look carefully at marks schemes for how
the ‘evaluations’ are marked and if you complete any extra work, hand it in to get feedback.
Don’t ‘ignore’ a topic because you don’t like it or find it difficult. Start with one you need to work on and
then mix with one you feel more confident in.

Recommended revision guides/books




AQA Psychology for A-level Year 1 & AS/ Year 2: Illuminate Publishing. ISBN-13: 978-1-908682-406. Price: £22.99
The Complete Companions: AQA Psychology Year 1 and AS Student Book/Year 2. ISBN-13:
9780198338642. Publisher: Oxford University Press. Price £22.99

Other revision materials



You should be revising really FROM YOUR OWN NOTES and essay plans. The textbooks don’t give a
very wide breadth of information and it’s better to keep with what you’ve learnt in class.
My revision guides are all on the learning gateway/google classroom along with key term banks,
practice questions and revision/summary tables for you to complete.

Top Tips to achieve higher grades:
Make sure you learn enough RESEARCH for each topic, at least 2 – 3 studies
and aim for contradicting research if possible.
Practice ‘linking back’ to the essay questions in a variety of ways.
Practice all possible research methods questions available.

